SPONSOR PACKAGES

Bali’s Biggest Clean-Up Feb 15 2020

Package 1 – Friend of OIOV (F)
- Logo on OIOV website as a “Friend of OIOV”
- Shout out on OIOV Instagram as a “Friend of OIOV” (feed and stories) and FB*
- Shout out in the next BBPB newsletter*
Fee: 5 Million IDR

Package 2 – Best Friend of OIOV (BF)
- Logo on OIOV website as a “Best Friend of OIOV”
- Shout out on OIOV Instagram as a “Best Friend of OIOV” (feed and stories) and FB*
- Shout out on BBPB Instagram as a “Best Friend of OIOV” (feed and stories) and FB*
Fee: 10 Million IDR

Package 3 – Best Friend Forever of OIOV (BFF)
- Logo on OIOV website as “Best Friend Forever of OIOV”
- Shout out on OIOV Instagram as a “Best Friend Forever of OIOV” (feed and stories) and FB*
- Shout out on BBPB Instagram (feed and stories) and FB as a “Best Friend Forever of OIOV”*
- Shout out in the next BBPB newsletter*
- Access to raw video material of the clean-up (20-30min)
- Access high-res pictures of the clean-up
Fee: 15 Million IDR

*Social Media reach:
OIOV Instagram: 4k
OIOV Facebook: 2.8k
BBPB Instagram: 57.4k
BBPB Facebook: 35k
BBPB Newsletter: 6k

Questions? Email us: communications@oneislandonevoice.org

THANK YOU
Team ONE ISLAND ONE VOICE / SATU PULAU SATU SUARA